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www.esplendidohotel.com

H
otel Espléndido was a traditional 1950's seaside

hotel which has been lovingly renovated into a

stylish and contemporary luxury hotel, whilst

retaining the best of its vintage charm and a laid

back and welcoming atmosphere. Espléndido sits proud at the

top of the sweeping horseshoe bay of chic Puerto de Sóller,

sheltered by the Tramuntana mountains in the north-west of

Mallorca. Fronting the pedestrianised promenade with views to

the Mediterranean sea, its impassive grandeur is displayed as

you arrive on the antique wooden train that has trundled through

the Tramuntana mountains from Palma to Puerto de Sóller since

1912, stopping outside the hotel. Sea view rooms at the front of

the hotel enjoy large terraces and balconies, others with a garden

view where you can look out over the terraced grounds. Several

shared terraces overlook the bay, and without doubt the best

place for sea views is from the fifth floor, where you have

access over a bridge to the outside area, built into the hillside,

with an open-air pool (and children's section). On various levels,

sun-loungers are dotted across the stepped cliff, which leads to

an adult only thermal infinity pool in the lush terraced gardens,

where pine and olive trees provide welcome shade. There is a

gym and a spa with an indoor jet stream pool, 2 treatment rooms

offering body therapies and massage, manicure salon, thermal

showers, Finnish sauna and Turkish sauna with sea view.

The new fitness area offers Pilates, yoga, TRX and stretching

classes. The 69 double rooms of Hotel Espléndido offer all the

modern comforts and luxury details, including sumptuous beds

and lux pillows, Nespresso machine and complimentary gifts.

For pure luxury the Espléndido Duplex Suite has a master

bedroom with terrace facing the sea and an extra bedroom on

the second floor, two bathrooms - one with shower and one with

a relaxing bath tub, and a separate living room with TV and

DVD. The best of all: an open air living room with private

Jacuzzi, shower, sun beds and a dining room table for your room

service dinners! Two family suites and Atico rooms offer

parallel luxury.  A delightful menu of fresh produce is provided

in the breakfast room with its sun-drenched balcony, also facing

the sea. Espléndido's intimate bistro, open all day long and

popular with locals, offers fresh Mediterranean and international

cuisine, primarily based on local produce. The spacious cocktail

bar & lounge, a regular meeting place in the Sóller harbour, is

furnished with plush colourful sofas. While sipping a café latte

or enjoying a glass of wine reflect on the setting sun between

the two lighthouses over Sóller bay.

Hotel Espléndido
A SEAFRONT HOTEL WITH VINTAGE CHARM IN CHIC PUERTO DE SÓLLER
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